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At least 69 athletes collapse in
one month, many dead
The reports of athletes who suddenly collapse have been increasing noticeably lately. Heart
problems such as heart inflammation are often the cause – one of the known life-threatening
side effects of Covid vaccines, which even the manufacturers themselves warn against.
Published: November 26, 2021, 9:30 am
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The current phenomenon is also evident if you simply look on Wikipedia at the list of footballers who have
collapsed and died. The year 2021 stands out with 13 entries so far. In no other year mentioned have more
footballers died

during a game. And this list goes back to the year 1889. So it really is a historical event.

The mainstream media is curiously uninterested in this major global story. The German online outlet
Wochenblick compiled a referenced list of the cardiac incidents in October while another online outlet
Granite Grok published a new list of sportsmen collapsing on the field. Other outlets also listed these
incidents, with some cases overlapping.
But these do not include Filipino professional basketball star Roider Cabrera who on Wednesday collapsed
during tournament play in Pasig City. The Tribune from the Philippines reported he had a cardiac arrest.
Roider Cabrera later lost consciousness inside the locker room before he was immediately rushed to hospital
where he was diagnosed with fatal arrhythmia according to a local news.
Many top athletes from both Europe and the US have reported

serious side effects after a Covid jab. For

French professional tennis player Jérémy Chardy, it has meant the end of his career. Chardy, formerly ranked
73 in the world, said he has been unable to train and play. “Since I got my vaccine [between the Olympics and
the US Open], I have a problem, I have a series of problems. As a result, I can’t train, I can’t play.”
Icelandic professional footballer Emil Pálsson (28) collapsed in the game between his club Sogndal IL and
Stjørdals/Blink. As reported by German daily Bild, Pálsson collapsed during the game, according to the
Norwegian broadcaster NRK and the newspaper Verdens Gang. According to his club, he suffered cardiac arrest
and had to be resuscitated.
This week, on November 24, in the middle of the second half of the game between Reading FC and Sheffield
United, Sheffield player

John Fleck (30) suddenly collapsed on the field due to a cardiac incident and had to

be rushed to hospital.
Soccer star from Sheriff Tiraspol Adama Traore went down while holding his chest during the Champions
League game against Real Madrid on Wednesday night.
In Montana, a Park City High School football player Jedd Hoffman,

passed away this month, almost one week

after collapsing on the field during practice. These are cases not yet listed in the ongoing carnage that the jabs
have unleashed.

Park City High School football player passes
away after collapsing on field
A Park City High School football player has passed away, one week
after collapsing on the field during practice.

In October cardiac and circulatory events on the sportsfield went through the roof
Below is a shockingly long list of athletes who collapsed last month from heart problems or circulatory disorders
such as strokes. Unfortunately, some of these incidents were fatal for the often very young athletes. The
numbers are alarming, especially in view of mandatory Covid shots.
(1) At the encounter between PGS E Bosico and Romeo Menti (Allerona Scalo) in Umbria/Italy on October 2,
2021 , a “young player” from the visiting team collapses without any external influence and is transported to the
hospital.
(2) Martin Lefèvre (16) from FC Agneaux collapses without any previous illnesses with a stroke during the game
against FC Saint-Lô Manche on October 2, 2021. He is paralyzed on one side and has no ability to speak.
(3) Niels de Wolf, 27, from the Belgian football club White Star Sombeke, suffered a cardiac arrest immediately
after the game against Verrebroek on October 3, 2021, was resuscitated with a defibrillator, but died in hospital
on October 6, 2021 .
(4) Arcisate, Province of Varese, Italy: The amateur match between Valceresio and Tradate (Prima Categoria,
Girone A) is canceled after 20 minutes after the referee suffers a medical emergency . Message from October 3,
2021.
(5) Timucin Sen from Germania Großkrotzenburg will be substituted on October 3, 2021 in the game against
Spvgg. Oberrad. He collapsed after ten minutes into the game and was taken to a clinic in Gelnhausen.
(6) On October 3, 2021, referee Öner Calik, in his mid-30s, canceled the game between VfB Waltrop II and
Vinnum II due to his own health problems and was taken to the hospital by the emergency doctor.
(7) On October 4 , 2021, a person in charge of SV SW Frömern collapsed on the field before the game against
Kamener SC.
(8) Cleveland, Ohio, USA: Elias Abou Nassif (44) suffers cardiac arrest in the gym and can be saved by using a
defibrillator. Message from October 5, 2021
(9) Lecco (Italy), October 7, 2021: 17-year-old athlete from Colverde collapses during training with cardiac
arrest. Defibrillator insert. He is now fighting for his life in the intensive care unit at Lecco Hospital.

(10) AH player (49) from SC Massay in France suffers a fatal heart attack during a game on October 8, 2021.
(11) The golf caddy Alberto Olguín from Mexico collapses dead on the ninth hole of the tournament in Nuevo
Vallarta (Mexico). Message from October 9, 2021.
(12) England: In the League One game between Ipswich Town and Shrewsbury on October 9, 2021, Shrewsbury
professional striker Ryan Bowman (29) has to be taken off the field after a good half hour of play with extreme
cardiac arrhythmias and a pulse of 250 and treated with a defibrillator.
(13) Pompeo Tretola, an 18-year-old soccer player from FC Matese, collapses during the game against Vastese
Calcio on 10.10.2021 without any warning signs. He is later transported to the hospital.
(14) Normandy, France: After warming up before the match between Saint-James and Avranches on 10 October
2021, 40-year-old player from Saint-James suffers a heart attack and is saved by a fire-medic on the team of
Avranches.
(15) 59-year-old long-distance runner from Biella dies of heart failure in a race in northern Italy. Message from
10/10/2021.
(16) In the match between Wacker Mecklenbeck and Fortuna Freudenberg in the Women’s Westphalia League
on October 10, 2021, a player collapsed without any opposing influence and was transported to the Münster
University Hospital.
(17) Argentina: Mayor Guillermo Mercado (50) died of cardiac arrest after participating in the long-distance run
“Aventura de Cerezal” . Message from 10/11/2021.
(18) At the Boston Marathon on October 11, 2021, marathon star Megan Roth collapsed after eight miles of
racing with cardiac arrest. She can be saved and is waiting for a defibrillator to be implanted.
(19) NBA player Brandon Godwin of the Atlanta Hawks explains that the Covid vaccination had caused severe
side effects for him, which would mean that he not only had to end the season, but possibly his entire career.
Message from October 12, 2021.
(20) Le Havre, France: A 27-year-old policeman suffers a fatal heart attack while jogging. News from October
12, 2021.
(21) Ferran Duran, player from the 4 Catalan League (27), suffered cardiac arrest five times during a game on
October 12, 2021 and miraculously survived.
(22) France: The player Christophe Da Silva of Saint Avé collapses with cardiac arrest in the AH Cup match
between the Locqueltas footballers and Saint Avé . Message from 10/13/2021
(23) Ensenada, Mexico: The 16-year-old student Héctor Manuel Mendoza dies of a “fulminant heart attack”
while training in a sports club . Message from 10/13/2021.
(24) Brazil: Atletico Goianiense ‘s youth footballer Fellipe de Jesus Moreira suffers a heart attack in the training
center and later another heart attack in the emergency room. Now he is fighting for his life in the intensive care
unit. News from October 14, 2021.
(25) The next referee who breaks down and dies during a game : happened at the Kreisliga B game between SC
Daisbach and FSV Taunusstein in Aarbergen on the evening of October 14, 2021 .
(26) The professional cyclist and multiple Italian time trial champion Gianni Moscon (27) is about to have a
catheter ablation due to cardiac arrhythmia. News from October 14, 2021.

(27) Joe Plant from Whitby (Yorkshire, England) suffers in 2021 at a race walking competition of all the British
Heart Foundation a cardiac arrest, at 14:10, he himself reported.
(28) Lars Schneider, trainer of TV Braach, retires due to lack of strength after he collapsed with cardiac
arrhythmias during the game of the district league A Hersfeld / Rotenburg against SG NentershausenWeißenhasel-Solz in Solz and had to be transported to the clinic. Message from 10/14/2021.
(29) Treviso, Italy: 53-year-old AH player suffers a heart attack while training on October 14, 2021 . He could be
kept alive by fellow players.
(30) Australia: 14-year-old student Ava Azzopardi suffers cardiac arrest during the game between Runaway Bay
and Magic United at Surfers Paradise Apollo Soccer Club. She is resuscitated by nine rescue workers, put into an
artificial coma and is now fighting for her life in the hospital. News from October 15, 2021.
(31) At the handball 3G Bundesliga game in Wuppertal between Bergisches HC and HSG Wetzlar on October 16
, 2021 , a spectator with cardiac arrest collapsed not only during the game (this led to the game being
abandoned); after the game, a second spectator also suffered a cardiac arrest .
(32) A 16-year-old boy from Idaho collapses when lifting weights with cardiac arrest. He wakes up after two days
in a coma, but is “extremely confused” and has no short-term memory. News from October 16, 2021.
(33) Camposampiero, Province of Padua, Italy: The 37-year-old doctor Filippo Morando dies while jogging. The
ambulance flown in by helicopter can no longer do anything as it is too late. Message from 10/17/2021.
(34) The Premier League game between Newcastle United and Tottenham FC on October 17, 2021 was
suspended due to a medical emergency in the stands.
(35) Haitem Jabeur Fathallah, 32, a Fortitudo Messina basketball player, suffers cardiac arrest during the game
and dies in hospital. Message from 10/17/2021.
(36) Blumenau, Brazil: Former FC Brusque soccer player from the Brazilian second division, Adans Joao Santos
Alencar (38) , suffers a fatal cardiac arrest in a footvolley tournament. Message from 10/17/2021.
(37) Lombardy, Italy: A 40-year-old cyclist stops because of “medical emergency” on , falls to the ground, is
transported to the hospital by rescue helicopter Rho. Message from 10/17/2021.
(38) Waseem Aslam of Bradford (England) interrupts a game of football suffering from a cardiac arrest. He
could be saved by friends. Message from October 18, 2021.
(39 ) A 26-year-old runner collapses from cardiac arrest in the Detroit Free Press Marathon . Two police officers
rescue him with chest compressions. After that he was treated in the hospital. Message from October 19, 2021.
(40) Cardiac arrhythmias force soccer star Sabrina Soravilla to end her career on October 19 , 2021 after 68
international matches for Uruguay.
(41) Real Murcia’s Antonio López had to retire at the age of 32 due to a heart disease . Message from October 19,
2021.
(42) A 41-year-old amateur soccer player in Brazil dies of cardiac arrest in a game. It happened on October 19,
2021 in Nao-me-toque (Rio Grande do Sul).
(43) Henry, a teenager from Halifax, England, is recognized for saving the life of his 56-year-old father after a
cardiac arrest while jogging in March. Message from October 20, 2021.

(44) At the first division match between Osasuna and Granada in Pamplona on October 22, 2021, a home team
fan suffers cardiac arrest and dies in hospital.
(45) Dieppe, France: A jogger collapses while running with cardiac arrest. He is rescued by two police officers on
the patrol. Message from 10/22/2021.
(46) Acerra (Italy): Remigio Gova. A basketball referee and nurse, in Italy inevitably “vaccinated” against Covid,
at only 30 years of age “died in his sleep”. Message from October 23, 2021.
(47) A double medical emergency at an English stadium on 10/23/2021 during the Championship League game
between West Brom and Bristol City. Defibrillator used, the game had to be postponed twice.
(48) Belgian soccer player (37) suffered cardiac arrest in the locker room after his club’s match on October 24th,
2021, was reanimated but died in hospital.
(49) France: 43-year-old US Montgascon goalkeeper dies of cardiac arrest at half-time. Happened on October
24, 2021 at the La Bâtie-Montgascon stadium.
(50) A 53-year-old suffers a triple cardiac arrest in Bilbao half-marathon and passes away as a result. Message
from October 24, 2021.
(51) Tevita Brice, 28, of Montclair Rugby Football Club, US, collapsed on the pitch with a heart attack. In critical
condition. Message from 10/25/2021.
(52) Fatal cardiac arrest at a mountain running event in the Italian Alps on October 24, 2021. The victim is
Bruno Taffarel (56) from Cordenons.
(53) A cardiac arrest of a player overshadowed the top game of the A2 Dortmund regional soccer league. The
player from SG Gahmen was hospitalized on 10/24/2021. The affected team had played against Eving Selimiye
Spor.
(54) Nocera Umbra, Italy: Sports teacher and soccer coach Mario Mingarelli suffered fatal cardiac arrest during
his team’s game on October 24, 2021 at the age of 69 .
(55) The amateur match between Frugesport (Ravenna) and Vaccolino (Prima Categoria, Girone F) is canceled
after 32 minutes because the “young” referee suffers a medical emergency . Message from 10/26/2021.
(56) 17-year-old Elly Böttcher from Rostocker FC collapsed unconscious during the away game in Hohen
Neuendorf of the Frauen Regionalliga Nordost on October 24, 2021 without any interference and was
transported to the hospital. The game was stopped after the incident.
(57) A 20-year-old Italian collapses when skateboarding with a cardiac arrest and is now fighting for his life in
the hospital in Verona, where he was transported by helicopter. News from October 25, 2021.
(58) A fan of the Belgian second division team from Lier collapsed on October 27, 2021 in the stadium with
heart problems and died in hospital.
(59) On the same day (27.10.2021) also in Belgium, the cup match against Dender of Eupen: A fan collapses
with cardiac arrest and must be revived.
(60) Sassuolo, Italy: A 53-year-old mountain biker suffers fatal cardiac arrest on an off-road tour. Message from
10/27/2021.
(61) England: A fan collapses after the Cup game Stoke City against Brentford on October 27, 2021 in front of
the stadium with cardiac arrest and dies.

(62) A player from Blau-Weiß Linz from Ghana (26) collapses during his club’s home game against Hartberg
and is transported to the hospital. Happened on October 27, 2021 at the round of 16 for the ÖFB-Pokal. He is
diagnosed with a congenital heart rhythm disorder and was helped with a defibrillator.
(63) Pakistan: The 30-year-old player Muhammad Islam from FC Raziq Chaman suffers a heart attack in the
middle of the game against Millat Club and dies. Message from 10/28/2021.
(64) The Swedish-Iraqi player Aimar Sher from the Italian first division club Spezia Calcio collapses during
training and is transported to the hospital. Message from 10/28/2021.
(65) Pennsylvania, USA: A 12-year-old student at Chartiers Valley Middle School collapses while playing
basketball in physical education class without help and dies. Message from 10/28/2021.
(66) Barcelona star Sergio Aguero (33) suddenly gets breathless during the league game against Deportivo
Alaves, grabs his chest and collapses. The Argentine national team player must now take a break of at least three
months. A few months ago he was suffering from a severe Corona infection. Notification from 10/30/2021
(67) During the ICE ice hockey league game, Boris Sadecky (24) from the Bratislava Capitals collapses on the ice
without any outside interference. He dies five days later. It later emerges that he suffered from “mild
myocarditis” on match day. Message from 10/30/2021
(68) The student and soccer coach for the La Salle High School team in Pennsylvania, USA Blake Barklage died
after a heart attack over the weekend. Message from 11/1/2021.
(69) Argentina: The soccer player Ronald Biglione dies after the 2nd vaccination due to thrombosis – a wellknown side effect of the vaccinations against which the manufacturers themselves warned about. He was treated
in Cordoba hospital for two weeks. Message from November 5, 2021.
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Not in the News: COVID
Epidemiology

It is negligent to ignore the vaccinated as a source of transmission when
deciding about public health control measures.
Robert W Malone MD, MS
6 hr ago
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An article in Lancet Regional Health EU titled: “The epidemiological relevance of
the COVID-19-vaccinated population is increasing” has important aggregated data
on the significance of the vaccinated as sources for transmission of SARS-CoV-2
(1).
The article highlights that high COVID-19 vaccination rates have not reduced
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in populations by reducing the number of possible
sources for transmission and thereby reduced the burden of COVID-19 disease.
Recent data indicates that the epidemiological relevance of COVID-19 vaccinated

individuals as a source of transmission is increasing, as there are fewer
unvaccinated and more people are naturally immune.
Another paper out of the UK shows that fully vaccinated individuals with
breakthrough infections have peak viral loads similar to the unvaccinated, and that
fully vaccinated individuals can efficiently transmit infection in household
settings. The authors conclude that host–virus interactions early in infection may
shape the entire viral trajectory. In this study, the secondary attack rates among
household contacts exposed to fully vaccinated index cases was similar to
household contacts exposed to unvaccinated index cases (25% for vaccinated vs
23% for unvaccinated). 12 of 31 infections in fully vaccinated household contacts
(39%) arose from fully vaccinated epidemiologically linked index cases. Peak
viral load did not differ by vaccination status or variant type (2).
In yet another report by the Robert Koch Institute, it was shown that In Germany,
the rate of symptomatic COVID-19 cases among the fully vaccinated
(“breakthrough infections”, reported weekly since 21, July 2021) was 16.9% at
that time among patients of 60 years and older. This proportion has increased
weekly and was 58.9% on October 27, 2021. This provides clear evidence of the
increasing relevance of the fully vaccinated as a possible source of transmission
(3).
In the UK, a similar situation shows among citizens of 60 years or older, the fully
vaccinated accounted for 89.7% of the SARS-CoV-2 cases versus 3.4% among the
unvaccinated (4).
A report out of Israel reports a nosocomial outbreak involving 16 healthcare
workers, 23 exposed patients and two family members. The source was a fully
vaccinated COVID-19 patient. The vaccination rate was 96.2% among all 248
exposed individuals (151 healthcare workers and 97 patients). Our of the 248
people, fourteen fully vaccinated patients became severely ill or died, and two
unvaccinated patients developed mild disease (5).

The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) identifies four of the
top five counties with the highest percentage of fully vaccinated population (99.9–
84.3%) as “high” transmission counties (6).
The initial analysis of the Omicron variant is that it is less virulent and more
transmissible. Early data also suggests that the current vaccines, developed
against the Alpha strain of COVID, are no that useful in stopping transmission.
Data also suggest that break-through cases of fully vaccinated individuals are
going to be the norm with the Omicron variant.
The data above should make decision makers question their assumptions that the
vaccinated can be excluded as a source of transmission.
“It appears to be grossly negligent to ignore the vaccinated population as a
possible and relevant source of transmission when deciding about public health
control measures (1).”
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To:

Nevada Board of Health (DPBH)
4150 Technology Way
Carson City, Nevada 89706
Email: StateBOH@health.nv.gov

NOTICE OF MALADMINISTRATION
TO NEVADA BOARD OF HEALTH MEETING 12/03/2021 9:00 AM:

Notice to Agent is Notice to Principal and Notice to Principal is Notice to Agent
“We the people of the State of Nevada Grateful to Almighty God for our freedom
in order to secure its blessings, insure domestic tranquility, and form
a more perfect Government, do establish this Constitution.”
Dawn Waid
I, ______________________________________,
one of the People of Nevada (as seen in the Nevada
Constitution’s Declaration of Rights Article 1 Section 2), am giving you this notice, in order for you and your
agents to provide due care; I’ll be watching via https://dpbh.nv.gov/Boards/BOH/Meetings/2021/NVBOH2021/

“All political power is inherent in the people[.] Government is instituted for the protection, security and benefit
of the people; and they have the right to alter or reform the same whenever the public good may require it.” (See
Nevada Constitution Article 1 Section 2); and further,
In enacting this chapter, the Legislature finds and declares that all public bodies exist to aid in the conduct of
the people’s business. It is the intent of the law that their actions be taken openly and that their
deliberations be conducted openly. (See NRS 241.010)
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: The People don’t have to provide an exemption in order to be free from a mandate,
mask, vaccine, or testing, if that person's faith prohibits him or her from doing so. Furthermore take notice that
in a republican form of government, you were never given authority to deal with private matters of the people;
Our children are a precious gift from God; they are our heirs and posterity.
The liberty interest of a parent in the care, custody and management of the parent’s child is a
fundamental right. (See NRS 126.036 and Article 1 Section 1 below)
“Inalienable rights. All men are by Nature free and equal and have certain inalienable rights among which are
those of enjoying and defending life and liberty; Acquiring, Possessing and Protecting property and pursuing
and obtaining safety and happiness[.]”
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: Forcing our children to wear MASKS and mandating an experimental vaccine or
other medical procedure without informed parental consent is CHILD ABUSE and INVOLUNTARY
SERVITUDE prohibited by Article 1 Section 17 of the Nevada Constitution;
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: The 1935 Social Security Act, under 1101 (6)(d) states: “Nothing in this Act shall
be construed as authorizing any Federal official, agent, or representative, in carrying out any of the
provisions of this Act, to take charge of any child over the objection of either of the parents of such child,
or of the person standing in loco parentis to such child.”
The Social Security Act, Cares Act, Flores Agreement, Highway Safety Act are all federal programs where
actors in the state are allowed to gain revenue by administration or cooperation as seen in NRS 439.155 and the
Clark County Commissioner’s 9/21/21 Agenda Item #66 that states in pertinent part: “Approve and accept
anticipated grant award from the State of Nevada Department of Health and Human Services, Division of
Child and Family Services in the amount of $450,000 to provide Adoption and Legal Guardianship
Incentives Payments Program from the period October 2021 through September 30, 2022”;
“Where rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there can be no rulemaking or legislation which
would abrogate them.” Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966)
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE: NRS 391.080 requires each licensed employee employed in the State of Nevada
whose compensation is payable out of public money to take and subscribe to the “constitutional oath of office”
before entering upon the discharge of his duties. Please send me copies of all your Oaths of Office addressed to:
Signed at:
12/07/2021
2021-12-07 09:07:35
Dated _____________
Autograph: ____________________________________
Print Name: Dawn
____________________________________
Waid
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Hello,
Please dont take our rights away as parents. Please let parents decide what is
best for their children. America is supposed to be land of the free!
I oppose covid vaccine mandates or requirements of any sort for all Nevadans. Each
of the covid vaccines (Pfizer-Bio-NTech, Moderna and Johnson & Johnson) currently
available in the United States are authorized under Emergency Use Authorization by
the Food & Drug Administration (FDA). Per federal law, EUA products cannot be
mandated, require informed consent and can be declined. The single FDA approved
covid vaccine (Pfizer Comirnaty) is not currently available to consumers in the U.S.

